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Summary
ADHD are the acronym of Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder. Children who are
diagnosed with this disorder have worse academic grades because of their behavior and
inattentive problems. This fact makes families, teachers and psychologists be concerned about
the development of children that suffer ADHD and deals them to search a solution with the
aim of giving to these children the same possibilities as the others. The objective of this thesis
is to design a toy especially thought to be used by these children and that helps to develop
their skills.
This thesis reaches to the basic design of the product and a detailed design is required
afterwards. Although the design of the product is not completely detailed, it is properly
described to avoid repeating any of the analysis done in this thesis corresponding to the basic
designing process.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Objective
The objective of thesis is to design a product that has the dual purpose of entertaining and
giving a useful tool which helps to the infantile population, who suffer Attention DeficitHyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), to achieve their goals. The product has to be reliable and
economically available to the mid-class families or public schools. Furthermore, it is thought to
be commercialized in the European Union.

1.2. Justification and description of the problem
There is a big controversy around ADHD disorder. It has been impossible to come in agreement
between professionals on what ADHD is. We can see this, for example, in the British Journal of
Psychiatry article written by Sami Tamimi and Eric Taylor in 2004 [1].
Dr. Tamimi postulates that ADHD is a cultural construct. This means that ADHD is classified like
a disorder due to social conventions as to what is considered normal and abnormal behavior.
Otherwise, Dr. Eric Taylor upholds that ADHD is a real disorder which can cause several
problems to children who suffer it.

1.2.1. Description of ADHD as a disorder
According to the DSM-IV, published by the American Psychiatric Association, between 3 and
7% of the children in scholastic age suffer it, in greater or smaller degree of intensity, without
concerning the country from where they come and affecting more boys than girls. [2]
In the book “Guía práctica para educadores. El alumno con TDAH. Trastorno por Déficit de
Atención con o sin Hiperactividad”, [2] there is the next description of the symptoms and the
different subtypes of the disorder.
ADHD is a disorder with a neurobiological origin that is characterized by 3 key symptoms:
-

The attention deficit
The motor and vocal hyperactivity
The cognitive and behavioral impulsivity

The DSM-IV classifies 3 subtypes of disorders within the ADHD:
-

The inattentive predominant subtype
The hyperactive-impulsive predominant subtype
The combined subtype
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Those that they suffer the inattentive predominant subtype of ADHD frequently display
learning disorders. They have difficulties in reading, written expression and solving
mathematical problems.

1.2.2. Consequences of the ADHD
It was in 2002 when it was written the International Consensus Statement on ADHD [3]. It was
written by Dr. Russell Barkley and was signed by numerous professionals from different areas
that are involved in the ADHD study. It postulates that ADHD is not a benign disorder and for
those it afflicts, ADHD can cause devastating problems like dropping out of school, not
completing college, to have few or no friends, to underperform at work, to engage in antisocial
activities, and to use tobacco or illicit drugs more than normal.

1.2.3. Conclusions
Apart from the issue of whether ADHD is a real disease or not, we can conclude that some
children can be different from the standard we decided and may need our help to fit in a
proper way in the society. Therefore, maybe the question we have to ask ourselves is: Is the
education system adapted to all the student typologies or is just to a standardized one?
This project is not intended to change the educational program but give a tool to children,
parents and educators which facilitate the development of the skills of children with ADHD,
who far from being less intelligent than others, need another way to address their education,
with the aim of develop themselves socially and culturally in a full way.

1.3. Scope
After analyzing the problem, in order to design the product efficiently, the next step is
analyzing the users, mainly establishing the needs, feelings and concerns of children with
ADHD. In parallel, different environments, in which the product would be involved, will be
studied. Moreover, it will be exposed the state of the art to this day.
With the information found and processing it with some methods, it is possible to describe the
functions and the technical properties of the product. After this, it is described some
alternatives and they are assessed to choose the one which fits better with the target of the
project.
Once the final design is chosen, it is elaborated a short environmental impact study, a
description of the toy provided with an operation manual and drawings. Finally, it is made a
brief temporal and economic planning for the manufacturing, distribution and
commercialization of the product.
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2. Environment analysis
2.1. Legal environment
On 2009 a new European Toy Safety Directive was published, the Directive 2009/48/EC [4].
This directive was adopted to enhance the Directive 88/378/EEC which has the purpose of
establishing harmonized safety levels of toys with the aim of removing obstacles to trade in
toys between Member States.
According to the 16th article, 3rd paragraph thereof, the Members States shall presume that
toys bearing the CE marking comply with this directive. The CE marking should be the only
marking of conformity indicating that the toy is in conformity with Community harmonization
legislation.
This directive shows up the economic operators’ obligations, understanding as economic
operators: manufacturers, importers, distributors and authorized representatives of them. If
the manufacturer has applied harmonized standards, it shall use the internal production
control procedure set out in Module A of Annex II to Decision No 768/2008/EC. The toy has to
show, in the technical documentation, the reference number of the harmonized standard
used. These reference numbers are published in Official Journal of the European Union.
Harmonized standard means a standard adopted by one of the European standardization
bodies listed in Annex I to Directive 98/34/EC. In cases where such harmonized standards do
not exist or it has a restriction, the toy should be submitted to third party verification, in this
case EC-type examination. EC-type examination is the part of a conformity assessment
procedure in which a notified body examines the technical design of a product and verifies and
attests that the technical design of the product meets the requirements of the legislative
instrument that apply to it.
Annex I of this directive includes a list of products that are not considered toys.
Annex II includes particular safety requirements referred to physical and mechanical
properties, flammability, chemical properties, electrical properties, hygiene and radioactivity.
Annex III describes how the EC Declaration of Conformity has to be.
Annex IV describes how the technical documentation of the toy has to be.
Annex V describes how the warnings have to be, depending on the type of the toy.

2.2. Social environment
The social framework is very important in this project because is society that, over the years,
has been setting the standard educational followed in schools. It is not intended to make a
value judgment nor exhaustively sociological analysis of the problem, but suffice to say that,
although the difference is not very large, the boys academic results are generally worse than
girls ones. The following graphic shows the gross rate of population that reaches the academic
goal in the secondary education in Spain. The orange bars correspond to the male rates and
the yellow ones to the females.
10

Fig 2.2.1.Gross population reaching the goals of the Compulsory Secondary Education, by sex and
regions of Spain. 2008-09 [5].
1

After watching this graphic it is curious that ADHD is developed to a greater extent in boys
than girls. Despite this fact, the PISA results of 2009 [6] shows that girls are better in reading
literacy but worse in mathematics and science literacy.

2.3. Economic environment
According to TIE (Toy Industries of Europe) [7] the success of the toy in the market depends on
its capacity to innovate and introduce new products. This is the reason toy sector is one of the
most dynamic business sectors in Europe: approximately 60% of toys on the market each year
are newly developed products.
Around 80% of the sector is composed of SMEs which have less than 50 employees. Toy
production is concentrated in some regions; the main EU regions of toy production are
established in some regions of France, Germany, Italy and Spain.
The overall retail market for traditional toys in EU totaled 15.5 billion of euros in 2010,
constituting around a quarter of the global toy market. The toy business is highly seasonal with
consumer making the majority of toy purchases (approximately 60%) during the Christmas
period (November-December). The majority of EU toy sales (73%) took place in the industry’s
five largest European Countries, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and UK.
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Fig 2.3.1.Main toy categories sales 2009 [7].
2

The next information about the toy sector in Spain, in 2009, is extracted from the AEFJ
(Spanish Association of Toy Manufacturers) [8].
N. of companies (%) N. of employees (%) Billing (%)
Micro companies
47,96
11,60
8,20
Small companies
37,55
33,80
24,60
Medium companies
11,31
35,30
21,52
Big companies
2,78
19,30
45,68
Total
100,00
100,00
100,00
Table 2.3.1. Percentages of number of companies, number of employees and billing, by size of the
company, 2009 [8].
1

As seen in the table above, SMEs (including micro) represent 96,8% of all businesses in the
sector, while providing work to 80,7% of employees, with a turnover of 57,3% over the sector
total.
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In 2009, consumption per child per year on toys stood at 171,24€ per child, which translates
into 10,20 units sold per child.
Market share 2009 (%)
10,1
4,8
3,7
16,9
11,6
19,2
3,7
10,7
4,8
10,0
4,5
100,0

Action figures
Artistic games
Buildings
Dolls
Games/Puzzles
Infantile/Preschool
Research/Learning
Sports/Outdoor
Plush
Vehicles
Others
Total

Market share 2010 (%)
8,47
5,57
3,98
16,39
11,76
18,62
3,38
11,48
4,98
9,67
5,71
100,00

Table 2.3.2. Market share by main category toys in Spain, 2009 and 2010. Covering the 71% of the
Spanish market [8].
2

2.4. Physical environment
The product could be placed indoor. According to the Catalan Decree 141/2012(1) published in
the Diari Oficial de la Generalitat de Catalunya the minimum height of a house is between 2,20
and 2,50 depending on the type of room [9].
The next table sets out the luminance levels of the places where the children are going to play
with the product. In the design has to be taken into account to develop visual functions of the
product.
Tasks and place type

Service average luminance (lux)
IRC
minimum recommended maximum
70-85
and
300
400
500

Schools
Classrooms
laboratories
Libraries and study room
Dwelling
Bedroom
Living room
Work or study room

300

500
150
300
500

Depending on
the clime

750
>85

100
200
300

Appearance

Warm

200
500
750

Table 2.4.1. Service average luminance, IRC and appearance, by the type of place [10].
3
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The next table shows the noise levels in the place where the children should play with the toy.
This data has to be studied carefully if the toy reproduces a sound or has musical function.

Fig 2.4.1. Guidelines values for community noise in specific environments [11].
3
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2.5. Conclusions of the environment analysis
As the product has the target of being purchased by families who probably do not have a
garden or an outdoor space big enough, designing an outdoor toy is discarded.
The information extracted from the Directive 2009/48/EC have to be reflected in the technical
requirements of the product. The design of a videogame is also discarded in so far as the
directive studied does not contemplate them.
The conclusion drawn by the social setting study is that it would be a good option to focus in
the boy’s likes and dislikes if the toy helps to develop reading skills more than in the girl’s ones.
In the other hand if the target of the toy is to develop mathematic skills is better to focus in
girls preferences.
With the aim of doing an economic plan of the product it is made the hypothesis that this
product is going to be manufactured by a SME (less than 50 employees and less than 10M€ of
billing), insomuch the toy industry mainly consists in these types of businesses.
To do one approximation of the economic targets a brief estimation has been done.
Size of the company
medium
small
micro
Total billing (%)
21,52
24,6
8,2
Number of companies (units)
25
80
109
Billing by company (%)
0,8608
0,3075
0,07522936
Hypothesis: all the companies with the same size have the same billing
Table 2.5.1. Estimation of the billing of a company, by the size of the company.
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Year
2001
Toys sale value
(M€)
644,19
Consumption
of
toys/kid (€/kid)
110,12

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

702

810,92

898,63

1002,49 1050,15 1158,54

118,81

134,18

146,7

160,01

1187,27

178,76

183,8

Units sold (M€)
35,69
36,46
43,68
49,6
58,79
60,34
64,59
Units
sold/kid
(u/kid)
7,2
7,3
8,5
9,5
10,9
11
11,5
Sale value of one
toy (€/u)
18,05
19,25
18,57
18,12
17,05
17,4
17,94
Table 2.5.2. Data of the toys sells in Spain between 2001 and 2008 [12].

65,32
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164,72

2008

11,7
18,18

The next table shows the demand covered by the different types of companies. The calculation
hypotheses are set out at the end of the table. To make this estimation they have been used
the data in the tables above.
Year
Demand covered by a
medium company (M€)
Demand covered by a
medium company (u)
Demand covered by a
small company (€)
Demand covered by a
small company (u)
Demand covered by a
microcompany (€)
Demand covered by a
microcompany (u)

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

5545187,5

6042816,0

6980399,3

7735407,0

8629433,9

9039691,2

9972712,3

10220020,1

307212,60

313912,51

375896,57

426898,84

506125,15

519522,48

555892,54

562157,32

1980884,2

2158650,0

2493579,0

2763287,2

3082656,7

3229211,2

3562510,5

3650855,3

109744,28

112137,66

134279,96

152499,29

180800,98

185586,85

198579,18

200817,12

484620,00

528110,09

610049,90

676033,57

754166,78

790021,10

871562,20

893175,60

26848,753

27434,290

32851,368

37308,696

44232,656

45403,511

48582,062

49129,571

Hypothesis: (1)%billing by company = %demand covered by the company, (2) the prices are
the same for all the type of companies
Table 2.5.3. Estimation of the demand covered by a company, by size of the company.
6

If the emplacement of the company that manufactures the product is Catalonia we have to
know how many potential costumers we have in this area. The next table shows the number of
students of primary school and the number of primary schools in Catalonia by region.
Therefore, the conclusions of this analysis could be extrapolated to others areas with similar
characteristics.
Region

Catalonia Barcelona Girona Lleida Tarragona

Primary education. 2010/11. Number of schools. 19323

13689

2089

1243

2302

Primary school. 2010/11. Number of students.
442494 322545
45468 25053 49428
Table 2.5.4. Number of schools and number of students in Catalonia, by region [13].
7

The conclusion we can lay down from the table before is that if the market were we place our
business is Catalonia the best emplacement for the factory would be Barcelona province
because the major part of the potential costumers live there and this would involve money
saving in distribution.
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The following table shows the estimation of the potential demand of the product in Catalonia.
The calculation hypotheses are set out at the end of the table.
Region

Catalonia

Barcelona Girona

Lleida

Tarragona

Students who buy the product

13274,82

9676,35

1364,04

751,59

1482,84

Primary schools that buy the product
4830,75
Students and primary schools that buy
the product
18105,57

3422,25

522,25

310,75

575,50

13098,60

1886,29

1062,34

2058,34

Size of the company

small

medium

micro

% production
36,85
9,02
3,22
Hypothesis: (1) Catlonia is the potencial market (2) the 3%* of the primary school students buy the
product (3) the 25%** of the primary schools buy the product
*3% of infantile population suffers ADHD, **subjective estimation
Table 2.5.5. Estimation of the sells volume of the product and percentage of the production that this
volume would represent for a company by size.
8

After this estimation the conclusion is that the best choice it would be when a micro company
takes over the manufacturing of the product, using approximately a 35% of its production
resources.
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3. User analysis
3.1. Principal user
The main user of the product is going to be children diagnosed with ADHD. Isabel Orjales, in
her book “Déficit de Atención y Hiperactividad” [14], lists the next characteristics of the
children with ADHD.
The hyperactive children’s difficulties:
1. Keeping controlled attention (that requires more effort than the automatic attention)
2. Processing different stimuli simultaneously
3. Distinguishing relevant from irrelevant stimuli
4. Keeping the attention in a continuous way
5. Responding to stimuli that appear with a slow frequency
6. Processing the information in more superficial way (difficulty to memorize)
7. More sensibility to the context or the work environment variations
8. Impulsive cognitive processing
9. Perceptive field dependence
10. Cognitive inflexibility in the information processing
11. Organizing information
12. Lack of problem solution strategies
13. Reading comprehension and reading fluency
14. Calculating and mathematical problem resolution
15. Writing skills and coordination
16. Following very detailed instructions and motivation maintaining
The hyperactive children’s behavior:
1. Childish behavior
2. Drawing attention need
3. Adult approval dependence
4. Social relationships difficulties
The hyperactive children’s feelings:
1. Low tolerance to frustration
2. Low self-esteem or apparently inflated self-esteem
The author also highlights that not all the children with ADHD present all the symptoms.
Obviously, Isabel Orjales thinks ADHD is a disorder. To find a model of the principal user of the
product this information is completed with the information extracted from some
documentaries about ADHD. The exercise to do consisted in analyzing what children say and
what they transmit to us with their corporal language. The documentaries analized are: 30
minuts – un toc d’atenció [15], Quequicom – nen para quiet [16], Quequicom – TDAH:
transtorn d’oportunitats [17] and Merrow Report. Attention deficit disorder: a dubious
diagnose? [18]. The detailed analysis of the videos is disposed in the Annex A.1.
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The next table shows the most important needs that have been taken in account to simplify
the analysis.
Principal costumer’s needs
having fun
playing with toys
having time to play
having space to play
resting from their obligations
having good self-esteem
realizing that being different is not bad
their efforts are recognized
being conscious of their strengths and weaknesses
realizing that success does not mean the same for all people
giving and receiving affection
realizing that they have similarities with the others
trying to do things on their own way
expressing themselves
sharing experiences with people with ADHD
sharing experiences with people without ADHD
working on all type of expression
showing their energy and enthusiasm
being listened and having their views taken account
asking help openly
not hiding themselves in their inner worlds
playing in a different way
games with instant response
moving with a purpose
games which not require much patience
choosing the game
inventing stories
learning in a different way
studying things in which they are interested
analysing what surrond them
distinguishing between impulsive and reflexive thinking
realizing when impulsivity can be an advantage
realizing when they have to be reflexive
developing their creativity
having justification of the orders and giving them in a correct tone
having liberty to decide the way of doing things
not seating in the chair for hours
coordinating their movements
realizing that intelligence does not means memorizing data and procedures
taking all time necessary to learn something
having examples of behavior
being conscious of the consequences of their acts
learning how to share things
learning how to purchase things in a proper way
learning to be respectful with the others
being conscious of the external image and relate that to good habits
learning to work and to play in a team
listening the others and taking account of their views
learning to be patient because the others are not always acting well
choosing a vocation and lifestyle in accordance with their preferences
making mistakes and learn from them

Table 3.1.1. Principal costumers’ needs extracted from the analysis of the videos [15], [16], [17] and [18].
9
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3.2. Secondary users
3.2.1. Parents of children diagnosed with ADHD
As we found out a lot of different concerns in children, we also can find very different concerns
in parents. Despite of this they have one concern in common: What can I do to help my
son/daughter to be happy?
Some parents think that happiness comes from having a good job which allows you to be
independent and buy everything you need. For this is the reason they are really worried when
their children do not achieve the results in school that they expect and somebody tell them
their children may have ADHD. This makes they think that their children are not going to
success in life so they have to do something to fix it.
In order to this argument they can do two things. If they think ADHD is a disorder they start to
treat their children in most of the cases with medication. Nevertheless, nowadays parent
doubts about if the pharmacological treatment is the right way to proceed are increasing. On
the other hand, if that parents do not think that ADHD is a disorder they start to consider that
their children are lazybones or less intelligent than the other children. In the last case, they
begin to scold their children and be more pressing on them.
In the program 30 minuts – un toc d’atenció [15] we already met Samuel. Samuel’s mother
explains how she feels having a son diagnosed with ADHD. We can see her concerned about
her relationship with her son. She tells that he is always saying: Mum, let me alone, don’t be a
bitter, and things like this in an inappropriate tone. She also tells that some days she wakes up
and think I will give up, I will let him does whatever he wants but then she continues “fighting”
to try to make her son a person of interest.
Another big concern from parents is when they think that labeling their children in the ADHD
category could hinder their social relationships or low their self-esteem. Kerry Cooney, author
and founder of the website Every Day with ADHD [19] and mother of a child with ADHD says:
“It’s very understandable that many parents will hide their child’s condition because they don’t
want their child labeled or made to feel even more different”.
Some parents are so concerned about their children that they associate in support groups to
discuss their problems. One example of these associations is “Asociación TDAH del Vallès”.
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After these reflections the next table has been elaborated with the aim of describing, in an
organized way, the parents’ needs.
Parents’ needs
Need of having happy children now
Need of having a good relationship with their children
Need of seeing that their children have good relationships with other people
Need of knowing how their children feel
Need of knowing what are the children likes and dislikes
Need of finding an activity in which they have good skills or they feel motivated to do.
Need of having happy children in the future
Need of guiding their children to find a vocation that allows them to live in an independent
way.
Need of reflecting about what is going to make their children happy in the future
Need of understanding that parent expectations for the future are not the same of children
expectations.
Need of having healthy children
Need of giving a good nutrition
Need of knowing how pharmacological treatment works and what side effects are
Need of teaching good habits to them
Need of help from the outside (teachers, psychologists and other professionals) to guide them
in their children education
Need of feeling less overwhelmed about this situation
Need of understanding how their children brain works
Need of a consensus in what ADHD is and how to proceed
Need of talking with other people who have the same problems
Need of talking with people who do not have the same problems (but for sure have other
ones, educating children is not easy)
Table 3.2.1.1. Parents of children who suffers ADHD needs.
10

3.2.2. Educators
As is already mentioned, one of the reasons that children with ADHD suffer more than others,
when it comes to achieving their academic goals, probably is because the education system is
not prepared to deal with these types of students. Even so, here are the most common
difficulties of the children with ADHD and some strategies that teachers can use to improve
educational outcomes for these children; they are extracted from the book of B. Mena Pujol,
et al. [2]:
Difficulties in the reading
- Word omissions, additions and substitutions
 Reward for reading words correctly
- Difficulty in reading some consonant clusters
 Visualize and represent them
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-

-

-

-

Poor reading comprehension
 Rounding the words that indicate the action to take on the statements
Discouragement before reading
 Choose short and interesting texts which make possible to use them in a
creative way: drawings, multiple choice, inventing title
Refusal to read
 The student chooses the text
 Gradual shared reading
 If rejection occurs when the student read in front of their classmates,
previously we can decide which part of the text he/she is going to read
Reading slowly or precipitously
 Use metronome
 Daily training in timed reading to increase in speed
Losing before reading in group
 Cardboard to point the line of text we are reading
 Previous agreements with the professor to know which part of the text the
student has to read

Writing difficulties
- Word unions, fragmentations, additions, omissions, substitutions or repetitions
 Reward (chip method)
 Spelling
- Poor or disorganized calligraphy
 Templates, adapters for pencils, teaching a correct posture or the correct way
to use a pencil
 Practice only the errors
 Review and identify successes
- Big number of misspellings
 Strengthen the habit of reviewing
 Using a visual reinforcement when we are working in vocabulary because
children with ADHD have difficulties with the auditory memory.
 Spelling on sand, flour, ...
 Work on daily used words
Difficulties in mathematics
- Poor understanding of problem statements
 Round the relevant data
 Identify the operation and relate it with a word: We can use exercises where
the student only have to identify the operation
- Errors in applying the sign
 Assign a color to each sign
- Difficulties in abstraction of mathematical concepts
 Use handling material or graphical representation of data
 Remember the acts to be performed to solve a problem
 Stop
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-

 Read
 Decide
 Write
 Review
Difficulties in mental arithmetic
 Training
 Mental representation of numbers

Obviously, like doctors and parents we can classify them in two groups: teachers who think
ADHD is a real disease or teachers who think it is a social construct.
Like it is shown in the first video studied [15], some teachers feel a lot of pressure when they
have to deal with children diagnosed with ADHD. First of all, sometimes they feel the
responsibility of detecting if a child has ADHD and/or changing their methods to adapt these
children to the educational program.
Depending on the course they are teaching they have different needs. This is because every
country or region government stipulates the targets of every course and teachers have to
adapt themselves to these targets. Of course most of the teachers are conscious that all the
students are different but their obligation to achieve that all the students get the same
knowledge and the lack of resources, make that some children do not fit in the educational
system that they are using. The structure and the targets are not the same in every country
but they are very similar. So we are going to analyze the educational program in one region of
Spain called Catalonia and extrapolate it to the other countries in Europe.
In Catalonia the compulsory education is divided in the following way:
Infantile education
1st cycle (0-3 years)
2nd cycle (3-6 years)
Primary education
Initial cycle (6-8 years)
Medium cycle (8-10 years)
Superior cycle (10-12 years)
Secondary education (ESO)
1st (13 years)
2nd (14 years)
3rd (15 years)
4th (16 years)
In this project we are going to focus in primary education and the targets of this stage of the
children life.
The Education Department of the Generalitat de Catalunya wrote a document called
“Curriculum Educació Primaria [20], where the structure and competences of the primary
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education are showed up. The following text is the translation of a part of this document, more
specifically of the general objectives of the primary education in Catalonia. We are going to
highlight the parts of the text on the ADHD children may have problems according to the
difficulties disposed previously in the principal user analysis.
Objectives of primary education
Primary education should contribute to:
a. Understand, evaluate and apply the values and rules of conduct to be a free citizen able to
take individual and collective commitments to respect human rights and accept pluralism of a
democratic society.
b. Understand the value of individual and collective development effort and work habits study,
as well as attitudes of trust, personal initiative, self-discipline, critical sense, responsibility,
curiosity, creativity and interest in learning.
c. Acquire skills to maintain and improve the climate of coexistence, and to prevent and
resolve conflicts by peaceful means both family and in school and in society.
d. Know, understand and respect different cultures and differences between people,
facilitating that boys and girls develop a positive image of themselves and acquire autonomy
and balanced personnel, equal rights and opportunities between men and women and nondiscrimination of people with disabilities defend the application of human rights in all spheres
of personal life and socially, without any discrimination.
e. Know and make appropriate use of the Catalan language as both the Spanish and, if
necessary, Aranese, as well as a foreign language and develop reading habits.
f. Develop basic math skills, start in solving problems require elementary operations of
calculation, knowledge of geometry and estimates, and be able to apply them to everyday
situations.
g. Understand, appreciate and love the natural, social and cultural nearest reinforcing the
feeling of belonging and attachment to the country and the ability to extrapolate this
knowledge to the world at large; understand, from the simple observation of facts and
phenomena, the main mechanisms governing the environment in order to be able to take
responsibility to keep the commitments or introduce elements of improvement.
h. Use representation and artistic expression and start the construction of proposed visuals.
i. Log on to learn the use of information technology and communication select and evaluate
information received or obtained by means of information technology and communication.
j. Develop emotional skills in all areas of personality and how to relate with others and an
attitude opposed to violence, prejudice of any kind and sexist stereotypes.
k. Applied in different contexts, different knowledge and the resources to resolve problems
creatively, personal situations and needs of everyday life.
l. Appreciate the importance of hygiene and health; accept their own body and that of others,
respect differences and using physical education and sport to promote personal and social
development.
m. Acquire the basics of proper road safety and promote respectful attitudes preventing
accidents.
n. Know and appreciate the natural environment and the animals closest to human behavior
and adopt that contribute to their protection.
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After analyzing this information it has been possible to build the next table with the main
teachers’ needs.
Teachers’ needs
Need of adapting educational program
Need of teaching efficient study methods
Need of teaching self-discipline
Need of developing students interest in learning
Need of teaching language skills (reading, writing and oral expression)
Need of teaching how to solve math problems
Need of teaching how to select and evaluate information received
Need of collaborating with parents and other professionals
Need of more information about ADHD
Need of communicating with parents
Need of communicating with psychologists
Need of more resources
Need of more time to deal with ADHD children
Need of new methods to teach ADHD children
Table 3.2.2.1. Educator’s needs.
11

3.3. What, How, Why method
After doing the need analysis of children, parents and teachers; 4 key words, that are
considered important in that analysis, are defined using the What, How, Why method [21].
This analysis would help to find needs that may not be detected before or find ways of
satisfying some of the needs.
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Fig 3.2.3.1. Image of the what, how, why method used with 4 key words and the relationships between
the results.
4
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To do the analysis below information extracted from a speech by Daniel H. Pink is been used
[22]. This speech talks about what motivates us to do things and how the bonus or rewards
strategy works in different areas. According to Daniel H. Pink as long as a task involves only
mechanical skill bonus works as expected. Higher pay means better performance. In the other
hand, some studies reflect that once the task called rudimentary cognitive skill, a larger reward
means a poorer performance. Once you get above rudimentary cognitive skill rewards don’t
work. When a task gets more complicated, it requires some conceptual or creative thinking
and these kinds of motivators don’t work. To do this type of task three things are the
motivators to do a better performance: autonomy, mastery and purpose. Autonomy is the
desire to be self directed. Management means compliance but self direction means
engagement. Mastery means the urge to get better at stuff. You do something because it’s fun
or satisfactory. He highlight that purpose does not mean having economic profit but work in a
better world, in a good environment with the necessary resources and satisfy the need of
working in something that you believe is necessary.

3.4. Tertiary users
We distinguish between three important tertiary users: manufacturer, distributor and
commercial. The user analysis of these users has not done much exhaustively as the principal
and secondary users. We cannot forget that one of the most important needs of these users is
to know the needs of the costumers. To do this analysis we used the Critical Reading Checklist
[21].
Manufacturer
What’s the point?
To have a business plan, this includes establishing the mission and vision of the company and
temporal and economic targets.
Who says?
The investor who gives money to the company and expects to receive a return.
What’s new?
The product they want to commercialize.
Who cares?
The potentials consumers of the product.
Distributor
What’s the point?
Doing an efficient transport of the goods.
Who says?
The manufactures who wants that the product arrives to the consumers and accomplishing
with the compromises taken with them.
What’s new?
The dimensions and packaging of the product.
Who cares?
The distribution personal who has to adapt their resources to accomplish with the
compromises taken with the manufacturer.
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Commercial
What’s the point?
To sell all the product that the manufacturer offers and establishing a price that makes have
profits to all the economic operators.
Who says?
The market where the product is commercialized.
What’s new?
The sellable value of the product and the choose of the best way of selling it.
Who cares?
The marketing and commercial personal.
Manufacturer
Need of having a business plan
- Need of having an economic and temporal targets based on:
 knowing the offer and demand
 knowing the toy industry sector
 Need of a innovating design
 Need of using an efficient production procedure
 knowing of the costs of productive agents
 Personal costs
 Raw material costs
 Technology available costs
- Need of establishing the vision and mission of the company
Distributor
Need of a product with dimensions that facilitate the packaging
- Volume
- Weight
- Height-width
Need of a product with a shape that facilitate the packaging
Need of using a packaging that facilitate the storage
- Material
- Shape
- Dimensions
Commercial
Need of having a marketing plan
- Sellable value of the product
- Knowing the competence offers
- Knowing the market characteristics where the product has to be commercialized
Need of using the more appropriate commercial resources
- Establishments
- Personal
- Use of communication channels
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3.5. Conclusions of the user analysis
After using different methods to do the user's analysis a definitive list of the principal needs
that the product should satisfy has been done. It does not reflect all the needs that have been
found but the most important ones, having in account that although they have been selected
in the most objective way as possible there is a subjective part in the choosing.
costumers needs
choosing individual identity
distinguish between impulsive and reflexive thinking
realize when you need to be reflexive
realize when you need to be impulsive
acquire personal values
feeling able
being conscious of your strengths and weakness
be conscious of the differences and similarities between you and the others
acquire personal goals
choosing a collective identity
learning social rules
developing empathy
developing expression
feeling supported
giving and receiving affection
giving and receiving recognition
share experiences with others
resting from non motivating activities
choosing the activity you want to do
having time to play
having space to play
learning ways to play
developing creativity to find ways to play
resting from body and mind efforts
helping to acquire healthy habits
living in a healthy environment
manufacturer, distributor and commercial needs
having a business plan
establishing the vision and mission of the company
establishing an economic and temporal target
characterizing the product with dimensions that facilitate the transport
establishing the sellable value
using the most suitable commercial resources
Table 3.4.1. Costumers’ needs extracted from the analysis of all the users.
12
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4. Functional analysis
The first analysis done is a pondered weight matrix that rates the requirements of the product
by the costumer’s needs found in the user’s analysis. This matrix is disposed in the Annex A.2.
The main results of this method are the next ones:
Type of toy
- Arts and crafts
- Puzzles
Procedure to improve behavior
- Team games
- Examples of behavior
Artistic expression
- Theatre/Cinema
- Music/Dance
Procedure to motivate
- Autonomy
- Mastery
- Social reward
Procedure to maintain attention
- Stimuli produces an emotional reaction
- Children can interact with the stimuli

After developing the main functions using a function tree analysis disposed in Annex A.3,
which is based on the needs of the users, it has been obtained the following functions. These
functions are more specific and would let us to evaluate the different alternatives.
Functions
It makes children think as much possible solutions as is possible
Makes children choose what is a relevant data
Puts the children in situation where they have to think why somebody had a bad
behavior
Puts children in situations where they have to decide what is a good or bad behavior
Combines different types of artistic expression
Requires trust in other’s decisions
Requires getting agreements with the others
Requires continue something that other starts
The reward of the game is the recognition of the others
The reward of the game is the satisfaction of getting mastery
Gives autonomy to choose the way to achieve the purpose
Is provided with handling material
Has a challenge that could be solved in a lot of different ways
Has a random factor
Treats general interests of the children
Appeals to the senses
Weighs less than 3 kg
Its volume fits in a 40x40x40 cube
Has a shape that facilitates the storage occupying the minimum space
Is a modular product
Has a shape easy to fabricate with usual technology in toy industry
Has less than 5 parts
Has intuitive rules to play
The time to prepare the toy or tidy up it is less than 3 minutes
Its price is between 10-30€
Is made of resistant materials
All the pieces are bigger enough to not allow the children to swallow them
All the pieces have rounded shapes
Only allows to get to electric parts using tools as screwdrivers
Is announced in toy catalogues in internet
Is announced in toy catalogues in toy shops
Is announced in TV
Table 4.1. Functions required for the product.
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5. State of art
After a first research of toys designed specifically for ADHD children, we found toys that are
thought to reward the good behavior, toys that try to remind daily tasks or toys that simply try
to develop the attention maintenance of the children. The three following products are an
example of these toys.
Squizits

Fig 5.1. Image of the toy Squizits [23].
5

This toy it is supposed to be a way of releasing excess energy trough repetitive hand motions
and various fidgets.
Stop, think and go bears

Fig 5.2. Image of the toy Stop, think and go bears [24].
6

This game is designed to help children with problems in impulse control, by teaching children
the three basic steps of self-reflection.
Stare Jr.

Fig 5.3. Image of the toy Stare Jr. [25].
7

Kids can test and train their visual memory skills. In Stare Junior players have 30 seconds to
stare at an image on a card. It might be a movie poster, funny photo, comic or work of art.
When time is up, they'll be asked a series of questions to test how well they remember what
they saw.
32

In this chapter we are going to study the state of art of toys which are related with arts and
crafts, puzzles, team games, theatre or cinema and music or dance.
Arts and crafts
Toys related with arts and crafts could be crayons, scissors, glue, different types of paper but
also other elements that children could find in their daily lives like plastic glasses, stones,
uncooked pasta and a long etcetera.

Fig 5.4. Images of different of manual crafts for children [26], [27] and [28].
8

The creativity of kids can see a house or a car in the packaging of a toy and be more attractive
for him than the toy itself. Based in this last idea Rolobox is a toy consisting in four wheels
adaptable to any type of cardboard box.

Fig 5.5. Image of the toy Rolobox [29].
9

Puzzles
For puzzles we have also a big variety. Beginning from the classic ones to the most innovating
ones, passing for example by Tangram or the Rubick cube, two of the most successful puzzles
in the world.
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Fig 5.6. Images of different types of puzzles [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38] and [39].
10

Team games
Inasmuch one of the conclusions of the settings analysis is that the toy has to be designed to
use indoor, we are not going to study team games which need a lot of space like ball games.
Ones of most popular team board games are trivial, tabu and party and co. There are more
names but as the named ones, they are mainly based in the creation of different teams of two
or more people and a serie of challenges based in the mastery of the partner to draw, do
mimics, express orally and its general knowledges.

Fig 5.7. Images of team games, from left to right: trivial [40], party and co. [41] and tabu [42].
11
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Cinema
Within the toys related with cinema we can find the following examples of products and
techniques based on the projection of images in a white surface or the presentation of a
sequence of images that can produce to us the sensation of movement.

Fig 5.8. Image of hand shadows that represent animals [43].
12

Fig 5.9. Image of Indonesian shadows play [44].
13

Fig 5.10. Image of a mechanism that reproduce a motion picture [45].
14
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Fig 5.11. Image of a praxinoscope [46].
15

Theatre
There are two types of toys related to theatre that could interest us. One of them is the toys
like costumes, atrezzo and other material used in real theatre adapted to children. As the
Directive we studied does not consider costumes as a toy we are going to study the other type
of toys related to theatre: mimicking games. Basically they use some type of cards with the
challenge of try to guess what is in the card or do what is in the card using mimicking. The
following products are an example of this type of games.

Fig 5.12. Image of Pandemonium [47], Kids on Stage [48] and Mimic Memo [49].
16

Music
There is a lot of variety in musical toys. We can start with toys that are a copy of real musical
instruments but they have the shape, size, material, etc adapted to children.
Another tool used in music is the metronome, as we saw this tool it could not be only useful in
music classes also in language ones where it can be used to mark the rhythm of the reading.
We cannot forget that one powerful musical instrument is the human voice and according to
this concept we can find toys like karaoke kits which invite the children to sing.
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Fig 5.13. Image of different types of instrumental toys [50], [51], [52] and [53].
17

Fig 5.14. Image of a metronome [54], a karaoke toy [55] and a toy called Gloggomobil [56].
18

Movement coordination
Dancing is based in the movement coordination of our bodies. This coordination not only
means to make a determined movement when we receive one stimulus like music but also be
able to make group choreography. Within the group of toys which needs body coordination we
can also find shooter games.

Fig 5.15. Images of Dancing chart toy [57], a detachable hula hoop [58] and a skipping rope [59].
19

Fig 5.16. Images of aim games [60] and [61].
20
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6. Alternatives study
Next they are described all the alternatives developed with the aim of meeting the functions
required and taking account of the state of art.

6.1. Cubic Crafts
This product is based in the idea of one structure with cylinders where the cubes fit by having a
hole. The cubes can move once they are fixed by the cylinders and the four surfaces without a
hole are able to draw on them. The cylinders have two positions, the first one allows the cubes
to move free and the second one makes the cubes create one bigger surface bigger.

Fig 6.1.1. Drawing of the two different positions of the cubes.
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a) Position of the cylinders that allows the cubes to rotate about the axis of the cylinder.
b) Position of the cylinder that does not allow the move of the cubes.
There are so many alternative to allow the cubes to draw on them the following images show
the studied ones.

Fig 6.1.2. Drawing of the different alternatives studied of the cubes.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Fixed place where drawn cards fit
Surface of whiteboard
Surface provided with a pin with a spring
Surface provided with Velcro
Surface provided with a pin without a spring
Magnetic surface

Alternatives Advantages
a
Modularity
b

Disadvantages
Complexity in manufacturing
Time to build the cubes
Non modularity

Simplicity in manufacturing
Time to build the cubes
Less number of parts
Modularity

c
d

Complexity in manufacturing
Time to build the cubes
Less resistant material

Simplicity in manufacturing
Modularity
Modularity

e
f

Complexity in manufacturing
Time to build the cubes
Magnetic interference between cubes

Modularity
Simplicity in manufacturing

Table 6.1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of the different alternatives studied of the cubes.
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In the same way the shape of the cylinders structure has been a matter of study. The next
images show the possibilities studied.

Fig 6.1.3. Drawing of the different alternatives studied of the cylinders and structure disposition.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Structure provided with lateral jigs where the cylinders fit.
Structure provided with horizontals jigs where the cylinders fit.
Structure provided with a hinged top.
Structure based only in detachable base and top.
Structure provided with a jigged top.
Structure with a right triangle shape.

Alternatives Advantages
a
Stability of the cylinders
Time
b
Control on the cube position
Time
c
Stability of the cylinders

d

e

Less parts
Time
Space
Stability of the cylinders

f

Originality

Disadvantages
The cubes can move without control
Stability of the cylinders
Space
More parts
Time
Stability of the structure

Time
More parts
Less control on the cube position

Table 6.1.2. Advantages and disadvantages of the different alternatives studied of the cylinders and
structure disposition.
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Parts:
-

Structure
Cylinders
Cubes
Additional material to draw

6.2. 3D puzzle
The inspiration of this alternative comes with two of the puzzles studied in the State of Art
chapter: Cardio Tangram and 3D puzzle.
The idea is to allow the children build 3D structure using simple shapes as triangles, squares or
rounds. The pieces of this puzzle are plane surfaces with the proper holes that fit allowing
building a 3D structure.
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Fig 6.2.1. Drawing of the shapes studied for the 3D puzzle.
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Fig 6.2.2. Model of the 3D puzzle made of cardboard.
25

Parts:
- Cut plate

6.3. Hinge boxes
This is a construction kit where the pieces are cubs with some kind of hinges which allows
joining them by the edges. This type of join allows the structure to move depending on the
construction.

Fig 6.3.1. Image of the hinges box concept and the different alternatives studied of the cubes.
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a)
b)
c)
d)

Magnetic edges
Detachable two pieced hinges
Surfaces provided with Velcro
Detachable one piece hinges with magnetic

Alternatives Advantages
a
Less number of parts
Space to build the hinges
Esthetics
b
Space to build the hinges
c

Disadvantages
Less control in the move of the cubes

Time to build the hinges
Control in the move of the cubes
Esthetics

d

Time to build the hinges
Esthetics
Space to build the hinges
Time to build the hinges
Space to build the hinges

Table 6.3.1. Advantages and disadvantages of the different alternatives studies of the cubes (2).
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Fig 6.3.2. Image of examples of different mounts with the hinge boxes.
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Parts:
- Cubes
- Hinges

6.4. Skipping Hoop
This product is based on the mix of two of the most famous classic toys: the skipping rope and
the hula hoop. Both of them have the function of make the children improve their body
coordination. There are many possibilities to achieve the objective of joining these two toys in
one.
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Fig 6.4.1. Drawings of the two alternatives studied of the skipping hoop.
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a) Use of compressed air regulated by valves located in the handles
b) Use of semi circle parts that shape a complete hoop by introducing them inside the
rope.
Alternatives Advantages
a
Space
Time to build the hoop
b

Disadvantages
Compressed air regulation mechanism
are more complicated
Compressed air could be dangerous
Space
Time to build the hoop

Safer
Mechanisms are more simple

Table 6.4.1. Advantages and disadvantages of the two alternatives studied of the skipping hoop.
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Parts:
- Skipping rope
- Handle of the skipping rope
- Valves and compressed air/rigid semi circles

6.5. Dynamic little cinema
This alternative is based in the idea of designing a short animation movie and the project it
with the help of a light that works with a dynamo. This way the toy does not need battery and
the children could experiment with the velocity of the movie. The boards where they draw the
motion movie are transparent and could have some little drawing that could help the children
to draw.
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Fig 6.5.1. Drawing of the concept of the dynamic cinema.
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After the evaluation of every alternative came the idea of mixing some of the toys to achieve
the maximum of functions.
Parts:
-

Structure
Dynamo
Light and connection to the dynamo
Mobile part fixed to the dynamo axis
Translucent template
Material to draw on the template

6.6. Cubic crafts + 3D puzzle
The structure of the cubic crafts can be part of the structure where the puzzle is. In the
drawing below it is shown an example of design where the plate where the puzzle lies could be
magnetic to give more stability.

Fig 6.6.1. Drawing of the concept of the cubic crafts + 3D puzzle.
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Parts:
-

Structure
Cylinders
Cubes
Additional material to draw
Cut plate
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6.7. Cubic crafts + hinge boxes
Basically the idea is to make that the cubes of the cubic crafts have the hinge mechanism of
the hinge boxes without changing the drawing surface of the cubic crafts.
Parts:
- Structure
- Cylinders
- Cubes
- Hinges
- Additional material to draw

6.8. Cubic crafts + drum boxes
With this product we try to find the possibility of mixing crafts and music making that the same
cubs where we can draw are drum boxes. This boxes could be fixed in the cylinders and form
some kind of xylophone. To make this the cubs are sound boxes which do not change the
drawing surfaces characteristics. The cylinders themselves could be the ramrods.

Fig 6.8.1. Drawing of the concept of the cubic crafts + drum boxes.
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Parts:
-

Structure
Cylinders
Cubes with an additional hole
Additional material to draw

6.9. Cubic crafts + drum boxes + aim game
The material that fits in the hole that shapes the sound box can be used as a ring and the
objective is to throw that hoops and try to introduce them through the cylinders.

Fig 6.9.1. Drawing of the concept of the aim game of the cubic crafts + drum boxes + aim game.
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Parts:
-

Structure
Cylinders
Cubes with an additional hole
Additional material to draw
Rings that fit in the holes of the cubes

6.10. 3D puzzle + drawing
Basically as the 3D puzzle pieces are plane they could be a drawing surface allowing the
children to draw their own puzzles even if it is in 2D or 3D.

Fig 6.10.1. Drawing of the concept of the 3D puzzle + drawing.
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Parts:
- Cut plate
- Additional material to draw

6.11. Board game
This idea comes from classic board games that have different challenges to achieve but the
challenges have been chosen according to the functions that the toy has to accomplish due to
ADHD children needs. The challenges could be divided in different type of skills.
-

Body expression
o Mimics: The player has to take a card where a thing or an action is described
and after has to get the others guess the thing or action described in the card
by mimics.
o Group coordination: The team chooses 4 cards with a move described in each
of them. They have to memorize the sequence of moves and then they have to
make that movement in order. The rhythm of the sequence of moves is
marked by hitting one drum box.

Fig 6.11.1. Drawing of the possible moves the players have to do.
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o

-

-

-

-

-

Aim rings: This challenge is a competition between two or more people. The
one who hit more rings trough the cylinders win.
Reflexive thinking
o 4 questions: The player choose one card with a thing described in it and then
the others has to ask only 4 question to guess what is that thing described in
the card.
Divergent thinking
o As many as possible: Randomly 3 characteristics of an object are chosen and
then the players have to think as many as possible things that have those
characteristics. The characteristics could be color, aggregation state, shape…
Music
o Repeat the song: One team has to choose a sequence of musical notes using
the drum boxes and play it using the drum boxes. The other team cannot see
while they are playing and when they finish they have limited time to repeat
the same sequence of musical notes.
Drawing
o Guess the puzzle: One team has to draw on the puzzle and then the other
team has to solve the puzzle in a limited time. The material to do it could be
the 3D puzzle with a surface where children can draw and erase the drawings
if they want.
o Team drawing: This challenge requires more than three people in one team. A
team chooses a card with a thing or action described in it and one of the
players cannot see what is it. The others have to get that the player who does
not know what it is guess it by drawing in the way explained then: one player
starts a drawing and has three seconds to do it then another player has to
continue the drawing during three more second and so on until the player
guess what is it or until the time is over.
Building
3D guess: One player chooses a card with a thing described in it. This player
has to get the others guess what is in the card using the 3D puzzle.

In this alternative could fit the possibility of having different ways to play.
-

-

Everybody in the team has to approach the challenge.
Only one person has to approach the challenge.
o The team chooses the person.
o The person is chosen randomly.
One person of the team starts and the others have to continue sequentially.

Fig 6.11.2. Image of the possible drawing in the dice to decide the way to play.
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There are two different ways to choose them. The team can choose it by consensus or it can
be chosen randomly using cards or a dice.
There are also a lot of types of winning.
-

The other teams have to guess, so two teams win or no one wins.
Your team has to guess. Only your team can win.
All the teams have the challenge at the same time.
o The first team to get it wins.
o All the teams that get it within a certain period of time win.

Fig 6.11.3. Image of the possible drawing in the dice to decide the way to play (2).
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The cubic crafts could create a board where every box is a square of the board and hides a
challenge. If the cubes are provided with surfaces to draw whose are not glued to the cubes
these surfaces could be used as cards. Also the cubes could be used as a dice.

Fig 6.11.4. Drawing of the board game done with the cubic crafts.
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Fig 6.11.5. Drawing of the different faces of the cube of the cubic crafts to make a board game.
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Parts:
-

Structure
Cut plate
Cylinders
Cubes with an additional hole
Rings that fit in the holes of the cubes
Cards
Additional material to draw
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6.12. Alternatives evaluation
To choose one of the alternatives we use a weight pondered matrix that compares the
alternatives depending on the number of functions they accomplish and the importance of
those functions. The criterion to give importance to the functions is giving better rates to the
functions that help to develop creativity and reflexivity, social recognition and safety.
The functions used are extracted from the functions tree showed in the last chapter. Some of
the functions have not been evaluated because the basic design of the alternatives does not
include the necessary information to evaluate it.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Cubic crafts
3D puzzle
Hinge boxes
Skipping hoop
Dynamic little cinema
Cubic crafts + 3D puzzle
Cubic crafts + hinge boxes
Cubic crafts + drum boxes
Cubic crafts + drum boxes + aim
3D puzzle + drawing
Cubic crafts + drum boxes + aim + 3D puzzle + cards (board game)
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importance

Alternatives evaluation:
2 = function meets completely
1= function meets halfway
0 = fails to function
It makes think as much possible solutions as is
possible
Makes children choose what is a relevant data
Puts the children in situation where they have to
think why somebody had a bad behavior
Puts children in situations where they have to
decide what is a good or bad behavior
Combines different types of artistic expression
Requires trust in other’s decisions
Requires getting agreements with the others
Requires continue something that other starts
The reward of the game is the social recognition
The reward of the game is the satisfaction of
getting mastery
Gives autonomy to choose the way to achieve the
purpose
Is provided with handling material
Has a challenge that could be solved in a lot of
different ways
Has a random factor
Treats general interests of the children
Appeals to the senses
Weighs less than 3 kg
Its volume fits in a 40x40x40 cube
Has a shape that facilitates the storage occupying
the minimum space
Is a modular product
Has a shape easy to fabricate with usual
technology in toy industry
Has less than 6 parts
Has intuitive rules to play
The time to prepare a toy it is less than 3 minutes
Its price is between 10-30€
Is made of resistant materials
All the pieces are bigger enough to not allow the
children to swallow them
All the pieces have rounded shapes
Only allows to get to electric parts using tools as
screwdrivers (or does not have electric parts)
Is announced in toy catalogues in internet
Is announced in toy catalogues in toy shops
Is announced in TV
Total
%

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

2

1

2

2

0

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
1
2

0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1
2
2

2
1
2

2
2
2

2
1
2

2
2
0

0
1
2

2
1
2

2
1
2

2
1
2

2
1
2

2
2
2

0
1
0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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52
42
32
42
57
53
54
61
61
61
100,0 68,1 72,2 58,3 44,4 58,3 79,2 73,6 75,0 84,7 84,7 84,7

Table 6.12.1. Pondered weight matrix comparing all the alternatives studied, by the requirements of the
toy.
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6.13. Conclusions of the alternatives study
The three alternatives which reach the best rates using the pondered weight matrix method
are alternatives “i”, “j” and “k”. Due to the fact that the “i” is a version of the board game “k”
with less parts, the logic thought should be that the better option is the “i” alternative,
insomuch with less parts gets the same function rates than “k”. Therefore, the final decision is
between “i” and “j”.
Description of “i”
Strenghts
- It combines different types of expression including the ones which were better
valuated in the previous analysis as music and coordination of the body.
- It has more ways of playing that includes team games, which are very important to
teach social rules.
Weakness
- It is more difficult to manufacture and has more different parts. Therefore, is going to
be more expensive.
- It does not have intuitive rules to play games which teach reflexive or divergent
thinking.
- Requires more time to prepare the games.
- It has a more complex detail design, increasing the possibilities of designing a not
successful product.
Description of “j”
Strengths
- It is a really good tool to develop divergent and reflexive thinking and concept
abstraction.
- Although is not a tool to develop the body expression it is a tool to develop fine motor
skills.
- It does not require a lot of time to prepare the games.
- It is very easy to manufacture.
- Its detail design is simpler, increasing the possibilities of designing a successful
product.
Weakness
- It does not have the possibility of music or body expression.
- It has not intuitive rules to play team games.
The main conclusion of this analysis is that there is not one alternative which accomplish all
the required functions or satisfies all the needs. In the basic designing process, some decisions
depend on the criterions chosen, so the more important decision is to choose the criterion
which best fit with the objective of the project. The aim of the project is to design a product
that helps ADHD children to achieve their academic goals. As was exposed in the introduction
the schools focus the educational program in analytic ways of solving problems. On this way it
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would be better to choose a product that teaches the children how to be reflexive. With the
aim to design a product that also helps to develop a good self-esteem it has also to teach other
ways of solving problems as divergent thinking, trial and error or concept abstraction where
they probably have better skills.
If the previous criterion is used the alternative chosen will be “j”. And the next steps have to
focus in designing an attractive product for children that may not be really interested in
puzzles, giving them the possibility of being creative and try to find ways to play with it that
includes team games and more body coordination.
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7. Failure tree analysis
To study the reliability of the product a failure tree analysis has been done. The results are
shown in the Annex A.4.
The main conclusion found in this analysis is there are not redundancies in this first design that
would help the product to not fail in any of its functions. The evidence is in the fact that there
are only OR gates in the diagram, so any of the failure can occur if only one of its causes
appears. The design has to focus in this problem and try to find the way of establishing the
adequate connections between the trigger causes that can end up in failures or probable
causes of failure. This trigger causes are listed below and after every cause there are listed also
factors that could decrease the probabilities that the cause occurs.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Loss of one or more pieces
 Dimensions study
 Color study
Repeated use of the product
 Materials study (wear resistant material)
Forcing the pieces to fit in an inappropriate way
 Material study (wear resistant material, stress resistant material)
Somebody uses the pieces with the aim of breaking an object
 Material study (soft material)
 Rounded edges
Somebody uses the pieces with the aim of breaking them
 Material study (stress material resistant, shockproof material)
 Easier to break the piece in big parts than in small ones
Somebody uses the pieces with the aim of injuring a person
 Material study (soft material)
 Rounded edges
Remove the drawings with an erosive product for the pieces surface
 Give the adequate erasing material with the product
 Proper instructions of how to erase the drawings
 Material study (waterproof material)
Use of inappropriate drawing material
 Not need of a really specific drawing material
 Proper warnings of how to draw
 Easily repairing of the drawing surface
Loss of drawing material
 Not need of really specific drawing material
 Sell of the drawing material separately if it is specific
The pieces move while the user is drawing on them
 Adaptable frame that do not allow the pieces movement
 Magnetic surface to build the 2D puzzle
The product has not the proper pedagogical information
 Examples of games or exercises for schools in the instructions

-

-

-

-

 Explanation of the advantages of every game or exercise in the instructions
The drawing material easy soils
 Easily washable without the help of specific products
 Based on non ink or adding material drawing tools
The product does not appeals to the senses
 Dimensions study
 Color study
 Texture study
The adult who supervise the children does not give enough autonomy to them
 Proper warnings of the disadvantages of not giving enough autonomy to the
children to play in the instructions
The promotion of the product is not adequate
 Previous detailed market study
The demand prediction is not correct
 Previous detailed market study
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8. Ergonomics
The next analysis of characteristics is related with the physical and cognitive ergonomics field
and the choices done are taken with the criteria of finding a comfortable use of the product.

8.1. Colors’ study
The surface of the pieces has to be properly colored because it has to permit the correct
visualization of the drawings. The first decision it is to chose the tool to draw. The options
studied are the next ones:
- Chalk
- Removable non toxic ink pens
- Magnetic boards
They are chosen because they are not specific for the product, the costumers can buy any of
them in common stores if they lose, break or consume them.
After considering these three options it is chosen the removable non toxic ink pen in the 4
colors we normally find in stores: black, blue, red and green. The chalk option was rejected
because it is a dirty material and the magnetic board was rejected because it would be very
difficult to manufacture so it would be too expensive. This decision takes us to choose a white
or an enough clear surface to give the best color contrast. Another option is to search a
translucent material which gives an original possibility of playing with the two parallel surfaces
of the piece.
Three options have been studied in the field of visual aesthetics of the pieces:
- Wooden plate with transparent plastic plate at both sides
- Transparent plastic
- Rigid material with whiteboard surfaces at both sides

8.2. Dimensions’ study
The dimensions of the pieces have to be appropriate to let the children manipulate them and
draw on them easily. The next figure shows the parameters d and e that describe the
dimensions of the hole and the thickness of the piece e’, called this way because it has almost
the same value than e to permit the pieces fit properly.

Fig 8.2.1. Image of one piece of the puzzle and the dimensions d, e and e’.
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After studying the different configurations of the pieces searching for the ones that allow more
possibilities to play the conclusion was that there will be only 6 different lengths (d) for the
holes. One important factor studied is that the hole probably would be the place where a
fracture starts. Therefore, they are located such that the pieces broke in approximately two
equal halves. These lengths are also chosen because they can help to show important
geometrical relationships of every piece shape in classroom. The next figure shows these 6
different lengths, all of them depend on the parameter L also set out here.

Fig 8.2.2. Image of all the shapes of the pieces and the dimensions of d depending on L.
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The other parameter to study about the holes is the thickness e. The thickness value of the
hole is almost the same as the piece thickness e’, so it is chosen the option that best balances
the drawing facilities and the resistance of the piece. The worst option for drawing it will be
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when the hole interrupts the silhouette that the children want to draw, in this case a hole with
a thickness higher than 5mm it could starts to really disturb the drawing process.
Two cases have been studied. It was made two prototypes, using foamed acrylic sheets, of the
big triangle (a) and the small triangle (b) taking an L of 50mm. One prototype has a thickness of
3mm and the other of 5mm. After doing some tests, the drawing interference was almost the
same for the two cases but the 3mm prototype does not seem resistant to flexion stress. This
fact it will depend on the material we choose but, for example, if we choose wood it would
really easy to break the piece. Therefore the final choice is a thickness of 5mm. Another
important point discovered with the prototypes is that e and e’ dimensions should have very
small tolerance if the material of the inside surfaces of the hole does not present a high friction
coefficient. A difference of a few tenths of millimeter could end in an unstable 3D puzzle.

Fig 8.2.3. Image of the drawing process of the pieces.
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Once it is decided the holes parameter and the thickness of the piece it is possible to choose
the length L for the pieces. As longer as L is, there is more space to draw and it is also
important to consider that small pieces can offer manipulating problems for the children. On
the other hand as long as L is, less resistant to flexion is the piece.

Fig 8.2.4. Image of different thickness of the piece and its behavior in front of flexion stress.
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A value of L lower than 50mm could start to disturb the drawing process due the fact that the
removable ink markers chosen are not thin enough to permit very small or detailed drawings.
Another prototype of the big triangle (a) and the small triangle (b) has been done to study the
parameter L. It is tried with an L of 50mm and 60mm and the final choice has been the 60mm
length because and L higher than this value will take to a too big triangle (a) but a length of
50mm makes the triangle (b) too small to draw on it.
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Depending on the material the pieces have to be manufactured with rounded edges or
chamfer edges. The next picture sets out the dimensions chosen for both of them.

Fig 8.2.5. Image of the dimensions of the rounded or chamfer edges of the pieces.
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8.3. Texture’s study
The product has to appeal the senses and after studying the colors those appeals to the
eyesight it is time to study ways to appeal the sense of touch. This study is much related to the
material study and the next list includes different materials and the sensations that can
produce to the touch. The boxes with a dash (-) mean that produce a neutral sensation.
Material
Wood
Rigid plastic
Flexible plastic
Metal

Thermal
sensation
Warm
Cold

Weight
sensation
Light
Light
Light
Heavy

Resistance
sensation
Yes
No
Yes

Tough
sensation
No
No
Yes

First
impression
Natural
Stable
Playful
Industrial

Table 8.3.1. Sensations produced to the touch sense, by materials.
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The use of metals is rejected because it does not meet the required texture characteristics.
The toy has to transmit a warm and light sensation so the best option from the point of view of
texture properties is wood. The use of metals is also rejected because of their electric
conductivity. Although, it is not a very probable possibility, children could use the pieces to
touch plugs. Therefore, choosing an electrical insulation material might be better than
choosing an electrical conductor.

8.4. Components’ study
The possibility of using different material for the main structure of the piece and the edges has
been studied because in the failure tree analysis the conclusions with the material
requirements were inconsistent. On one hand the material for the structure has to be resistant
and tough and on the other hand the material for the edges has to be soft and shockproof.
This option can only work if the two materials have the same color so the edges do not difficult
the correct contrast between the drawing surface color and the pens’ color.
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Another problem found out in the failure tree analysis was the 2D puzzle cannot move while
the children are drawing on it because it would difficult the drawing of the pieces. To solve this
problem the next ideas came out.
(a) Magnets on the edges

Fig 8.4.1. Image of a possible disposition of the magnets on the edges.
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The option of adding the magnets directly to external surface of the edges have been rejected
because of the possibility of the magnets to disengage from them.
(b) Magnets in the middle of the piece and a iron alloy to place the pieces

Fig 8.4.2. Image of a possible disposition of the magnets in the middle of the piece.
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(c) Mobile frame adaptable to the puzzle shape based on the idea of the pins screen.

Fig 8.4.3. Image of the concept of frame adaptable to the puzzle based on the idea of the pins screen.
46
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(d) Surface to place the pieces with a high friction coefficient.
a. Felt clothes
b. Rough surface
c. Rubber surface
(e) Plate with holes to place stops.

Fig 8.4.4. Image of a possible frame with holes to place a stop.
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The magnets options, (a) and (b), are rejected because adding magnets inside the pieces has
the consequence of manufacturing two halves of the piece separately with the proper holes
depending on where the magnets are positioned. This can detract resistance to the piece
because the holes where the magnets are can be the place where a fracture starts.
Furthermore, the manufacturing process gets more complicated and expensive.
The options (c) and (e) are also rejected because they do not permit the position freedom of
the pieces required. These two options also require more manufacturing and therefore more
costs.
The final election is to use a plane surface with a sufficiently high friction coefficient to do not
permit the move of the pieces while the user is drawing on them. The material choice of this
component it will be detailed in the next chapter Material’s study.
The next table sets out the area and volume of every shape of piece.

Big triangle
Small triangle
Square
Trapezoid
Quarter circle
Semicircle

Area (mm2)
7200,0
1800,0
3600,0
3600,0
2827,4
5654,9

Volume (cm3)
36,0
9,0
18,0
18,0
14,1
28,3

Table 8.4.1. Area and volume of all the pieces of the puzzle without taking into account the holes.
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If we take in account that there are 4 pieces per shape except the trapezoid which has 3, the
total area of the product is 95129,2mm2. If the adherent surface has a square shape and a
thickness of 3 mm, it will measure 310x310x3mm. The thickness can change depending on the
tests’ results in the silicone rubber during the detailed design.
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9. Materials study
The two most important mechanical loads that the pieces have to support are the flexion
stress and the friction between pieces and between pieces and the holding surface. An
estimation of the minimum impact resistance of the pieces is also studied in this chapter.

9.1. Flexion resistance of the pieces
To study properly the flexion stress it made a bibliographic research to find the interval of
values of the maximum force that a person can do with the hands and more specifically with
the fingers. The next plots sets out the maximum voluntary force of the different fingers of the
hand during 7 different exercises.

Fig 9.1.1. Values of the force done by the fingers in different positions [62].
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Fig 9.1.2. Image of the single digit 90-degree distal pad pull using index finger [62].
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Fig 9.1.3. Image of the position of the fingers in the flexion exercise of the piece and the correspondent
force diagram.
50
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
According to the research the average force that an adult man can do with her index finger
while he is pulling is above 70N. The estimation of the maximum tensile or compressive stress
(σmax) using this value for F1 and F2 and the equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) the result Is a
maximum stress of 22,4MPa (d1=40mm, d2=20mm, w=15mm, h=5mm, ymax=2,5mm).

Fig 9.1.4. Ashby chart of strength against density [63].
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The materials available to use are the one above the red line in the fig9.1.4. Because in the
texture study the use of metals were rejected and the ceramics are too much fragile the
materials that can withstand the flexural efforts are from low to high density: woods parallel to
grain, wood products, PP, PS, PMMA, Polyesters, Epoxies, PVC and MEL.
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9.2. Friction coefficient of the adherent surface
To choose the material that will make up the surface where the pieces of the puzzle be
positioned in order to draw on them without moving, it is calculated an estimation of the force
that a person can do in the piece while is drawing.

Fig 9.2.1. Forces produced by the pen while handwriting.
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In the study “The Relation between Pen Force and Pen Point Kinematics in Handwriting”
written by Lambert R.B. Schomaker and R´ejean Plamondon [64] they made an experiment
with a laboratory-made writing stylus equipped with a strain-gauge force transducer,
measuring axial pen force in the 0-10 N range. The axial pen force is what in the figure X is
called Fa. For the experiment described in this study a fixed pen tilt of 55⁰ was used, which is
the most natural for human writers.
Taking 10N as the maximum axial pen force that a person can do while is writing, it is made the
next estimation of the minimum friction coefficient between the drawing surface and the
surface that holds it, which hereafter it is going to be called adherent surface.

Fig 9.2.2. Force diagram of the force produce by the pen on the drawing surface and the adherent
surface.
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Fa = Axial pen force
Fx = X component of Fa
Fy = Y component of Fa
N = Normal force
W = Weight of the piece
V = Volume of the piece
ρ = Density of the piece
Ff1= Friction force between the pen and the drawing surface
Ff2 = Friction force between the drawing surface and the adherent surface
μ1 = Friction coefficient between the pen and the drawing surface
μ2 = Friction coefficient between the drawing surface and the adherent surface
Considering that μ1 value is negligible in front of μ2 value and the worst case occurs when the
pen hits the edges of the piece so Fy is null, the next estimation of the minimum μ2 has been
calculated.
Hypothesis
Fy = 0N; Ff1 = 0N; Fx = Fa·cos(55); g = 9,8 m/s2
Equations
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Minimum friction coefficient between the drawing surface and the adherent surface:
density = 0,15 g/cm3 density = 1 g/cm3 density = 1,2 g/cm3 density = 2 g/cm3
Fa (N)

Ff2 (N)

N (N)

μ2

N (N)

μ2

N (N)

μ2

N (N)

μ2

0,00

0,00

0,05

-

0,35

-

0,42

-

0,71

-

1,00

0,57

0,05

10,84

0,35

1,63

0,42

1,36

0,71

0,81

2,00

1,15

0,05

21,68

0,35

3,25

0,42

2,72

0,71

1,63

3,00

1,72

0,05

32,52

0,35

4,88

0,42

4,08

0,71

2,44

4,00

2,29

0,05

43,35

0,35

6,50

0,42

5,44

0,71

3,25

5,00

2,87

0,05

54,19

0,35

8,13

0,42

6,81

0,71

4,06

6,00

3,44

0,05

65,03

0,35

9,75

0,42

8,17

0,71

4,88

7,00

4,02

0,05

75,87

0,35

11,38

0,42

9,53

0,71

5,69

8,00

4,59

0,05

86,71

0,35

13,01

0,42

10,89

0,71

6,50

9,00

5,16

0,05

97,55

0,35

14,63

0,42

12,25

0,71

7,32

5,74

0,05

108,39

0,35

16,26

0,42

13,61

0,71

8,13

10,00

Table 9.2.1. Values of the force normal to the surfaces and the friction coefficient required to make the
piece stay without moving, by different values of force and different weights of the big triangle (a).
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Fig 9.2.3. The friction coefficient for different combinations of materials [63].
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The figure above shows the coefficient friction between common materials. This plot has been
used to choose that the adherent surface has to be a rubber with a really high friction
coefficient. The use of wood has been rejected because it is to light to produce the enough
value of N and it would require a friction coefficient too high. The rubber chosen can also be
used to cover the inside surfaces of the holes due elastomers have not a really high toughness
but can resist the force applied to assemble the 3D puzzle.

9.3. Impact resistance of the pieces
To study the impact resistance needed for the pieces it is made the assumption that the piece
falls from a height of 1,5m without giving any boost. Another calculation hypothesis is that the
piece weights 0,072kg because the materials chosen to resist the flexion have a densities
between 0,15-2g /cm3 approximately. So if it chosen the most dense material with a density of
2g/cm3 and the most voluminous piece which is the big triangle (a) it is possible to calculate a
weight of 0,072kg. The energy released in the collision can be calculated as the potential
energy decrease in the fall.
(9)
(10)
(11)
With these estimations present, it would be recommended to do some impact resistance
essays during the detailed design, especially to some PMMA and PS derivates which can
present a brittle behavior.
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10. Product description
10.1. Parts description
The game consists in the 23 pieces with 6 different shapes: big triangle (a), small triangle (b),
square (c), trapezoid (d), semicircle (e) and quarter circle (f), four removable ink pens (black,
red, blue and green) and a flexible silicone rubber surface of 310x310x3 mm. There is also a
felt cloth of 100x100x5mm thought to be used to remove the ink of the pieces.
The dimensions of the pieces are specified in the Annex A.5. The pieces are made from
transparent modified PMMA and they have also silicone rubber in the internal surfaces of the
edges that constitute the holes. The silicone surface is used to place the pieces while the
children draw on them. The ink of the pens is removable and is not toxic.

10.2. Use mode
As the toy has been designed with the aim of developing the creativity of children there is not
a unique way to play with it. However, it has three basic functions.
(a) The pens are used to draw on the surface of the pieces.
(b) The pieces can create 2D figures by joining them in the position desired.
(c) The pieces can create 3D figures by the fit of the pieces in the holes.

10.3. Advantages of the toy
The toy is a good tool for training the conceptual abstraction by means of constructing figures
and relating them with concepts or vice versa, taking one concept and constructing a figure
that is related. The relations could be for shape of the figure, disposition of the pieces or color.
It is also useful for training divergent thinking by means of thinking all the possible solutions to
a puzzle through the position of the pieces and the drawings on them. , As the children have to
be cautious to not touch the drawn surface with the hands because the ink is easily removable,
it is good for training accurate writing.

10.4. Examples of games
(a) Construct figures and relate them to a concept or vice versa.
(b) Drawing a pattern on the pieces and try all the possible configurations of the puzzle
that reproduce an image with sense for the player.
(c) Drawing an image on a figure done with the piece and then giving to other people who
try to find the image.
(d) Teaching geometrical relations of triangle, quadrilaterals and circles.
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Although the product designed, intuitively, is for playing alone, maybe one of the most
important challenges for the children, parents and teachers is to do the exercise of finding
ways of playing with the toy on teams.
The following images are renders of the product. There is an example of a simple 3D puzzle
and another of a 2D puzzle.

Fig 10.1. Image of a possible 3D figure done with the toy designed.
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Fig 10.2. Image of a possible 2D figure done with the toy designed.
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11. Environment impact study
As the manufacturing of the product does not cover the PMMA or silicone rubber production,
the activity of the factory is not covered by the Annexes I and II set out in the Law of
Environmental Impact Evaluation of projects [65] (Ley de Evaluación de Impacto Ambiental de
proyectos) in force in Spain nowadays. If the company decides to produce its own PMMA or
silicone rubber it will be obliged to present an Environmental Impact Evaluation to the proper
administrations with the solicited information by them. The Spain legislation has been checked
because the project is thought to be emplaced in Spain. If the emplacement of the project
changes to another country the local legislation has to be checked.
Although, a specific Impact Evaluation is not required by law, it is more than recommendable
to study the impacts that the manufacturing and distribution could produce to the
environment. Then it is listed some of the aspects to treat in the manufacturing plant.
-

Energy consume of the plant
Residuals treatment
 Solids
 PMMA residuals from the mechanizing or molding.
 Silicone rubber residuals from the mechanizing or molding.
 Liquids
 Oils and other lubricant material used in the mechanizing.
 Residual water from the mechanizing or molding.
 Gas
 CO2 emissions of the plant (if it is the case).
 CO2 emissions of the transportation of the raw materials and the final
product.

The use of non toxic materials for the product is one of the most important design
requirements because the product is going to be in direct contact with children. PMMA and
silicone rubber are both waterproof and they do not react to human contact.
It would be good to remind the positive social effects that the product can produce in the
population. The product helps to develop children skills in the concept abstraction and it is a
tool to develop creativity.
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12. Temporal planning
The tool chosen to represent the schedule planned is the Gantt chart. This diagram shows the
most important parts of the project: Design, execution and operation. The design phase is
divided in four phases: Profile design, conceptual design, basic design and detailed design.
Every phase has detailed the main tasks to do. As in this memory is only covered the 3 first
design phases and the resources to do a exhaustively detailed schedule were not available,
one of the most important tasks mentioned is to do other specific schedules of the detailed
design part and so the execution and the operation part. Is very probable that the developing
of these schedules change start dates and durations of the tasks but roughly it should not
differs very much.
The main objective of this planning was to obtain a date for the market output and the
duration of the manufacturing to provide the establishments for one year. Once the
production of the year is underway the engineering team can work in an improved design or
develop another idea that fits with the vision and mission of the company.
The start of the project is fixed in 1st of October and the market output of the product is
provided for the 6th of September of the next year before the scholars start. The next table
sets out the schedule elaborated. In the Annex A.6 it is shown the Gantt chart which will help
to see this timetable more graphically.
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Tasks
Profile design
Project election
User's analysis
Environment analysis
State of art analysis
Functions definition
Conceptual design
Alternatives study
Chosen alternative definition
Reliability analysis
Ergonomics analysis
Final components study
Materials and manufacturing study
Product definition
Basic design
Operations manual
Time planification
Economic viability
Budget
Product drawings and renders 1
Detailed design
Detailed market study
Environment impact study
Re-design 1
Product drawings and renders 2
Model
Model tests
Materials and manufacturing process tests
Re-design 2
Product drawings and renders 3
Prototype 1
Prototype 1 tests
Re-design 3
Product drawings and renders 4
Final prototype
Final prototype tests
Marqueting study
Execution
Initial logistic study
Team creation
Infrastructure and resouces research
Detailed time planification
Detailed budget
Final logistic study
Personal election
Infraestructure and quipement election
Detailed time planification
Detailed budget
Pilot batch ordering
Pilot batch production
Pilot batch distribution
Pilot batch comercialization
Operation
Production
Raw materials ordering
Manufacturing process
Quality control
Distribution
Storage
Stablishments arrivals
Comercialization
Product promotion
Batch ordering
Market output

Start
1-10
1-10
2-10
5-10
10-10
21-10
1-11
1-11
11-11
13-11
19-11
13-11
26-11
1-12
6-12
6-12
11-12
15-1
22-1
24-1
7-2
7-2
7-2
7-2
7-2
11-2
13-2
14-2
1-3
1-3
8-3
11-3
1-4
1-4
8-4
12-4
1-4
1-2
1-2
1-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
14-4
14-4
18-4
14-4
18-4
15-5
17-5
8-6
11-6
15-5
16-5
24-6
1-7
1-7
24-5
24-5
2-9
15-5
15-5
31-8
5-9

End
30-10
2-10
12-10
15-10
20-10
31-10
5-12
10-11
12-11
18-11
21-11
25-11
30-11
5-12
25-1
10-12
13-12
21-1
23-1
25-1
28-3
20-2
16-2
20-2
10-2
12-2
20-2
20-2
18-3
7-3
10-3
18-3
10-4
7-4
11-4
18-4
25-4
6-4
1-3
5-2
1-3
10-2
15-2
25-4
20-4
20-4
20-4
25-4
16-5
7-6
10-6
12-6
6-1
1-12
25-6
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
1-12
6-1
6-1
1-9
6-9

Duration (days)
29
1
10
10
10
10
34
9
1
5
2
12
4
4
50
4
2
6
1
1
49
13
9
13
3
1
7
6
17
6
2
7
9
6
3
6
24
64
28
4
23
4
9
11
6
2
6
7
1
21
2
1
236
199
1
153
153
191
191
90
236
236
1
1

Table 12.1. Tasks programmed of the project with their start dates, end dates and duration.
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13. Economic viability
In the environmental study it has been decide the number of units offered by the company
which buys the rights to commercialize the product. Also a price been estimated, it is a price
lower than the average (17-19€/unit) but one of the objectives of the project is to design a
product available economically to a big range of families and schools.
-

Sales per year =20000 units
Consumer price of the product = 12€/unit

With the aim of checking the economic viability of the product two hypothetic cases have been
studied. In the first one the seasonality of the sales is very strong and in the second one it is
not so.

sold units during one year
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

Fig 13.1. Distribution of the sales during the year (1).
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sold units during one year
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Fig 13.2. Distribution of the sales during the year (2).
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total benefits

total earnings

total costs

sold units

% sold units

manufactured units

scene 1
before

8000

0

0

136533 0

-136533

sep

4000

5

1000

26767

12000

-14767

oct

4000

3

600

26767

7200

-19567

nov

4000

25

5000

29267

60000

30733

dic

0

35

7000

3200

84000

80800

ene

0

10

2000

0

24000

24000

feb

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

mar

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

abr

0

3

600

0

7200

7200

may

0

2

400

0

4800

4800

jun

0

2

400

0

4800

4800

jul

0

2

400

0

4800

4800

ago

0

3

600

0

7200

7200

total

20000 100 20000 230800 240000

17467

% benefits 7,28
Table 13.1. Values of a hypothetic economic scene of the costs, earnings and benefits (1).

total benefits

total earnings

total costs

sold units

scene 2

% sold units

manufactured units

23

before

8000

0

0

136533 0

-136533

sep

4000

10

2000

26767

24000

-2767

oct

4000

10

2000

26767

24000

-2767

nov

4000

15

3000

29267

36000

6733

dic

0

15

3000

3200

36000

32800

ene

0

10

2000

0

24000

24000

feb

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

mar

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

abr

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

may

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

jun

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

jul

0

5

1000

0

12000

12000

ago

0

10

2000

0

24000

24000

total

20000 100 20000 230800 240000

17466,6633

% benefits 7,28
Table 13.2. Values of a hypothetic economic scene of the costs, earnings and benefits (2).
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The conclusion of these two estimations is that the project is viable economically but must be
remembered that these calculation gives only one order of magnitude and it is obligatory to do
a detailed study of the economic viability when the design is more advanced, the market study
and the manufacturing process are detailed.
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14. Budget
ID
1.
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.

1.4.

2.
2.1.

2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

3.
3.1.
3.2.

4.
4.1.

4.2.
4.3.
4.3.1.
4.3.2.
4.3.3.
4.3.4.
4.4.
5.
5.1.

Ud.
Concept
Infrastructure
m2
Plant premises rent
Payment of a rent of 1500€/month during 6 months
m2
Storage premises rent
Payment of a rent of 200€/month during 7 months
kWh Electricity
Contracted potency of 12,5kW and payment of the energy
during 6 months with a Ptency term of 21.27€/kW·year
and a energy term of 0,18€/kWh [66]
m3
Water
Consume of 5m3 per day witha price of water of 1€/m3
during 6 months[67]
Process equipements
Ud.
Laser cutting machine
PMMA laser cutting machine with an amortization of 10
years
Ud.
Injection molding machine
Silicone rubber injection molding machine with an
amortization of 10 years
Ud.
Polishing surface machine
PMMA polishing surface machine with an ammortization
of 10 years
Ud.
Packaging and labeling equipemenet
Product packaging and labeling machine with an
amortization of 10 years
Distribution and supplies
kg
Raw materials transport
PMMA and silicone supplies valued in 4€/kg
kg
Finished material transport
Product transportation to the commercial establishments
by hiring a service that cost 1000€/month during 5
months
Varied
Licenses
Administration paperwork, CE regulation studies,
industrial actiity licenses
Information systems
Information systems implantation
Hiring enginering studies and project management
Design , logistics, marketing and administration work
Design enginering work
Payment of 3 workers of 1500€/month during 2 months
Logistics work
Payment of 2 workers of 1500€/months during 1 month
Marketing work
Payment of 2 workers of 1500€/month during 1 month
Administration and management work
Payment of 2 workers of 1500€/mes during 3 months
Hiring plant workers
Payment of 5 worker of 1500€/month during 6 months
Unforeseen
Contingency endowment
Generous contingency endowment due to give a insurance
to this brief budget

Uds.

Price (€)

200

9000

60

1400

8,5

2500

900

900

1

7000

1

10000

1

7000

1

5000

20000

80000

20000

5000

Total
13800

%
5,98

29000

12,56

85000

36,83

78000

33,80

25000

10,83

10000

5000
63000
4

9000

2

3000

2

3000

2

3000

5

45000

Total

25000

230800

Table 14.1. Estimated budget of the project.
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15. Conclusions
The conclusions of this master thesis are that the design of a product like a toy has to be
provided with a large user analysis. Not only as it has been analyzed here but also doing tests
and exercises with the children who suffer ADHD to discover their common interests when
they are playing. The difficulty of the designing process was trying to meet all the functions
stipulated. This problem directed the design to ignore what it was the most important function
found: design a team game. This decision was taken to deepen in helping to develop the
concept abstraction and divergent thinking skills of these children because in my opinion there
is a long path to do in this two aspects in schools, that are more centered on teaching
convergent thinking and training the memory skill.
The aesthetics of the product search an image of neutrality and originality choosing a main
material that is translucent. Apart from trying to satisfy the needs of the costumers, the basic
design has worked on the safety and usability of the product. The material study does not
specified the manufacturing process but some hypothesis have been taken to elaborate the
budget and any change on these hypothetical types of processing cause a correction of the
preliminary economic studies.
The steps for the detailed engineering are explained in the temporal programming of the
project. Basically they consist in re-designing the product after doing some exhaustive analysis
of the users, the market and the materials. Modeling prototypes can be a very useful tool in
this part of the project. Parallel to this, the logistic and marketing studies have to work hard on
the prediction of costs and in the elaboration of detailed schedules because the toy sector is
very seasonal, so a bad time planning can cause an unsuccessful commercialization of the toy.
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